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Figure 2.  Map of coastal exposure index scores for GTMNERR.

 

PRELIMINARY FINDINGS

Figure 1. Location  of GTMNERR study area in northeast Florida, USA.

BACKGROUND

Table 1. Summary of existing habitats known to attenuate (bu�er) wave energy,
their potential in terms of coastal protection and co-benefits, and major threats. 

• The existence of coastal ecosystems depends on their ability to
   gain soil to keep pace with rising sea levels. A federally-funded
   National Science Foundation project is examining the influences 
   of climate change and plant invasion on surface elevation. 

METHODS

Table 2. Biophysical variables and ranks for the coastal vulnerability tool.  Ranks for
relief, wave exposure, and surge potential are based on the distribution of values
for these variables across all coastal segments in the GTMNERR study area.

•  Coastal exposure is highest in the northern and southernmost 
    extents of the Reserve, driven by low elevation and less stable 
    shoreline geomorphology (mud/sand) (Fig. 2A).  Fewer habitats 
    protect the north and storm surge potential is greater in south.

•  We used the InVEST coastal vulnerability assessment tool to 
    produce spatially-explicit estimates of coastal areas most exposed 
    to storm-induced erosion and flooding.   

KEY CONTRIBUTIONS

•  Added new variable ranks to the assessment, 
    specifically the e�ects of boat wakes, shoreline amoring, 
    and climatic forcing conditions inside the estuary.

• The goal of this study is to assess the role of natural habitats in 
   protecting people and property in the Guana Tolomato Matanzas
   National Estuarine Research Reserve (GTMNERR; Fig. 1; Table 1)

•  A coastal exposure index was calculated based on the distribution
    of natural habitats, elevation, wind and wave characteristics, 
    shoreline type, surge potential and other factors.  We ranked these
    variables for each 250 meter coastline segment from lowest to 
    highest exposure (1 to 5; Table 2). 

•  Mapped new mangrove colonies in the south Reserve using a
    Random Forest classifier (remote sensing technique) to fill 
    gaps in the Florida state vegetation inventory. 

•  Developed an interactive results viewer to confirm with
    GTMNERR stakeholders how these public lands are changing.

Figure 3. Map of habitat role scores throughout GTMNERR.  The darkest green
areas highlight the greatest combined role of habitats in natural protection 
based on their distribution relative to other factors that contribute to exposure.  

•  The habitat role metric highlights the relative importance
    

•  Explored wetland surface elevation maintanence strategies 
    (e.g., land form modification, living shorelines , mangrove 
    establishment) in vulnerable areas identified by this study. 

Photo credits: US Census; Google; GTMNERR
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•  The proposed extension of GTMNERR would add coastline more
    protected by habitats but subject to higher wind/waves (Fig. 2B). 
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  of coastal protection
  services provided by 
  natural habitats. 
  Early findings suggest
  this is highest in the 
  southern and central 
  sections of the 
  Reserve (Fig. 3).
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